Last fortnight in North America
29 May 2022 - 11 June 2022

Air travel demand in the US during the last week was relatively stable at
around 90% of the level seen during the same period in 2019. Given that
capacity levels appear to also be at around 90%, this suggests that airline
load factors are comparable with what they were back in 2019.

In the US domestic market, JetBlue launched its first ever services from both
Kansas City and Milwaukee (with flights to Boston and New York JFK) while
also expanding its network from New York LGA. Meanwhile, in Canada, Flair
started serving Comox Valley Airport on Vancouver Island for the first time.

Air Service One has identified and confirmed 35 new routes that launched in
North America during the last three weeks, of which seven were from the
new airport serving Mexico City that opened for commercial operations on
21 March 2022. Planned as a reliever airport for Mexico City’s main airport,
the new facility has been developed on the site of an existing military base.
There were several new routes between Europe and the US, including UK
leisure carrier TUI Airways starting Melbourne Orlando International Airport
flights from several UK airports, Finnair starting service to DFW, KLM starting
Austin, Lufthansa beginning flights from Munich to San Diego and Virgin
Atlantic beginning US service (to Orlando) from Edinburgh. Eurowings
Discover also added US services not only from Frankfurt but also Munich.
Also of note was WestJet’s first ever scheduled service to London LHR (from
Calgary) to complement its existing Gatwick services.

Sunday 29 May 2022 - Saturday 11 June 2022

The recovery in air travel demand in the US appears to have taken a slight
dip during the last fortnight as demand hovers at between 85% and 90% of
the level seen during the same period in 2019. However, this was after the
recovery peaked at 95% around the time of the Memorial Day weekend at
the end of May.
Air Service One has identified and confirmed 88 new routes that launched in
North America during the last two weeks. This included several new
transatlantic routes from British Airways, Delta, Finnair, Iberia, LOT Polish
Airlines, Lufthansa, PLAY, SAS, SATA Air Azores, United and WestJet.
Newcomer Breeze added a batch of new routes, while Air Canada launched
several new services from Montreal. Also in Canada, Flair and Swoop
introduced new services and airports to their network. JetBlue launched its
first ever flights to Canada when it began service from JFK to Vancouver.
Meanwhile, Mexico’s leading domestic carrier, Volaris, added Peru to its
international network with the introduction of its first ever services to Lima.
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